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Abstract
Penetrating keratoplasty has been the standard procedure
for treating diseases of the cornea. Recent advances in
corneal surgery have enabled component surgery of the
cornea to be performed, replacing only the necessary
tissue instead of the entire cornea. Major changes occurring in corneal transplantation are related in part to
better equipment, and recent improvements of surgical technique and advances in instrumentation have contributed
to improved visual quality with lamellar keratoplasty surgery, making the procedures more accessible and easier
to perform. The past decade has seen rapid advances in the
field of lamellar surgery, particularly posterior lamellar
graft for endothelial dysfunction — endothelial keratoplasty. The shift in corneal transplantation to endothelial
keratoplasty is the beginning of an exciting new era in corneal transplant surgery. The aim of this article is to review
the evolution of endothelial keratoplasty, the nomenclature, and the current status of endothelial transplantation.
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Penetrating keratoplasty (PK) has long been the standard
procedure for treating diseases of the cornea. Recent advances in corneal surgery have enabled component surgery
of the cornea to be performed, replacing only the necessary
tissue instead of the entire cornea. Corneal components can
be transplanted as lamellar sections of donor cornea or as ex
vivo expanded cell sheets, with or without biologic carriers.
Transplantation of cultivated epithelial sheets expanded from
limbal epithelium or oral mucosal epithelium, deep lamellar
keratoplasty (LK), and deep lamellar endothelial keratoplasty
are already in clinical application.
The idea of component transplantation is simple and intuitive.
The inherent philosophy is to leave the recipient’s unaffected
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corneal layers undisturbed. The aim is to do the minimal
amount of resection for the greatest amount of benefit. However, this straightforward concept has proved difficult to
put into practice until recently, mainly due to disappointing
visual results. The major changes occurring in corneal transplantation are related in part to better equipment. Recent
improvements of surgical technique and advances in instrumentation, as in the case of microkeratome-assisted lamellar
transplantation, have contributed to improved visual quality
with LK surgery. These recent advances are making the
procedures more accessible and easier to perform, hence a
resurgence of surgeons’ interest in LK.
The past decade has seen rapid advances in the field of
lamellar surgery, particularly posterior lamellar graft for
endothelial dysfunction — endothelial keratoplasty (EK).
The shift in corneal transplantation to EK is the beginning
of an exciting new era in corneal transplant surgery. The
aim of this article is to review the evolution of EK, the
nomenclature, and the current status of endothelial transplantation (Table 1).

Evolution of endothelial keratoplasty
The first successful human corneal transplant surgery was
performed more than 100 years ago on 7 December 1905 by
Eduard Zirm,1 and the first successful LK for visual improvement was performed by Arthur von Hippel in the latter part
of the 19th century.2 Corneal transplantation has changed
relatively little during the past 50 years, from the initial
square grafts of Castroviejo3 to the current round grafts.
Although PK has been shown to yield healthy donor tissue
with good endothelial function, this procedure has been
plagued by the inherent problems of unpredictable surface
topography, retained surface suture–related complications,
and poor wound strength.4,5 The quest for a lamellar surgical
technique for endothelial transplantation has taken 2 different pathways: the anterior approach (corneal flap technique)
and the posterior approach (corneal lamellar dissection
technique).
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Table 1. Glossary of endothelial keratoplasty acronyms and
history of its evolution
Acronym

Procedure

Date
introduced

ELK

Endothelial lamellar keratoplasty

199815

PLK

Posterior lamellar keratoplasty
- Large incision
- Small incision

199916
200219

DLEK

Deep lamellar endothelial keratoplasty
- Large incision
200117
- Small incision
200420

Descemetorrhexis Descemetorrhexis

200424

DSEK

Descemet stripping endothelial
keratoplasty

200525

DSAEK

Descemet stripping automated
endothelial keratoplasty

200626

DMEK

Descemet membrane endothelial

200628

keratoplasty

Large-incision endothelial keratoplasty
EK by the corneal flap technique was explored as early as
the 1960s.6,7 An anterior flap was created, either manually
or with a microkeratome, which was then retracted to permit
the recipient posterior stroma to be trephined out. A posterior
lamellar button from the donor was then positioned in the
recipient bed, and the flap was laid back over the new tissue
and sutured into place. This technique was revived decades
later and was termed endothelial lamellar keratoplasty (ELK)
by Jones and Cuthbertson,8 endokeratoplasty by Busin et al,9
and microkeratome-assisted posterior keratoplasty by
Azar et al.10 Although this procedure had the advantages
of a microkeratome-assisted smooth dissection and easy
‘open sky’ access for other intraocular procedures, it ultimately fell out of favor because of interface haze, irregular
astigmatism, unpredictable corneal topography, and problems related to the sutures or flap.11,12
The concept of a scleral-limbal approach to corneal lamellar
dissection for EK was first described by Ko et al in a rabbit
model.13 These surgeons made an incision in the sclera and
tunneled deep into the cornea, where they were able to remove the endothelium without touching the corneal surface.
The endothelium was then replaced with donor tissue.

the eye. Healthy donated posterior stroma and endothelium
were placed endothelial side down on a viscoelastic-covered
specially designed Dutch Ophthalmic Research Center
spoon-shaped glide (DORC International, Zuidland, The
Netherlands) for insertion into the recipient eye through a
9-mm limbal/scleral incision. The donor disc was initially
harvested from whole donor eye but, subsequently, similar
procedures have also been performed on donor corneoscleral
rims using an artificial anterior chamber (Figure 1). A large air
bubble was injected into the anterior chamber intraoperatively to tamponade the donor ‘disc’ towards the recipient
stroma (Figure 2). The donor disc adheres to the recipient
stroma through the endothelial pump mechanism, hydrophilic
attraction of wet tissues, and other physical attachment factors.
This technique eliminates the need for corneal sutures, requiring only scleral sutures to close the scleral/limbal wound.
The preliminary clinical results of PLK showed promise
with respect to postoperative astigmatism and endothelial
cell viability. At 6 to 12 months follow-up, the average postoperative astigmatism was 1.45 D and the average postoperative endothelial cell density was 2520 cells/mm.16 The
procedure was innovative and promising, but technically demanding, and required the apposition of 2 manually dissected
surfaces, thereby increasing the potential for interface opacity
and glare.
The main reason for the large scleral incision required for
Melles’ approach was the need to introduce the trephine into
the dissected stromal pocket.15,16 Despite a low profile, a significant separation of the wound lips was required to achieve
proper central positioning of the trephine over the posterior
corneal stroma.
During the same period, on the other side of the Atlantic,
Terry and Ousley17,18 applied Melles principles15,16 and modified the instrumentation and surgical technique. Terry and
Ousley began laboratory work in 1999 and performed the
first operations in the USA in 2000.17,18 These surgeons also
introduced the artificial anterior chamber for preparation of
the donor tissue, and established the advantages and safety
of using Healon viscoelastic for the procedure. Terry and
Ousley also renamed this procedure deep lamellar endothelial keratoplasty (DLEK).17,18

Small-incision endothelial keratoplasty
The first successful EK procedure in a human was performed
by Tillett in 1956, with the posterior donor tissue sutured to
the recipient bed.14 EK in its modern form was pioneered by
Melles et al from The Netherlands.15,16 These were the first
surgeons to perform a scleral-limbal procedure termed posterior lamellar keratoplasty (PLK) in humans without the
use of sutures to secure the donor tissue in place. This technique involved creating a corneal stromal lamellar pocket
through a limbal or scleral incision. The posterior stromal
disc, along with the diseased endothelium, was excised using a specially designed low-profile trephine. After the initial trephine cut, specially designed microscissors were used
to complete the cut, and the disc of tissue was removed from
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In 2002, Melles et al modified the PLK procedure, reducing
the incision size to 5 mm and advocated that the tissue be
folded in half for insertion (Figure 3).19 A single case report
demonstrated the concept for a folded graft to clear the
cornea, but the resultant loss of endothelial cell density was
greater than that in the large-incision series. In 2005, Terry
and Ousley also described a technique of small-incision
DLEK using a 5-mm scleral incision, whereby the excision
of the posterior stromal disc was achieved using specially
designed highly curved scissors (Cindy scissors; Storz, San
Dimas, USA) obviating the need for an intrastromal trephine.20
The smaller incision improved wound strength to prevent
eyes from possible rupture from minimal accidental trauma.
HKJOphthalmol
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Intraoperative gas fill to tamponade against inserted
donor disc in descemet stripping endothelial keratoplasty.

Figure 3. Folded donor disc after insertion in descemet stripping endothelial keratoplasty.

Short- and intermediate-term follow-up of these patients has
shown encouraging results in terms of initial astigmatism,
alteration in corneal contour, stability of the refraction, visual acuity, and endothelial cell count.21,22 These results for
EK proved superior to the results obtained with standard
full-thickness PK.

(c)

Figure 1. Example of an artificial chamber. (a) Unassembled
chamber with its various components; (b) assembled chamber
connected to 2 syringes containing Optisol; and (c) manual
lamellar dissection of a posterior donor disc with the artificial
chamber.
HKJOphthalmol
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In an attempt to eliminate the need to perform recipient
stromal dissection and to improve the smoothness of the
recipient interface, a laboratory study was conducted to
assess the feasibility of descemetorrhexis.23 Melles et al later
described descemetorrhexis, in which these researchers
stripped only Descemet’s membrane from the recipient and
placed donor tissue directly onto the posterior surface
(Figure 4). 24 This accomplished several objectives by
producing a simpler procedure, which is less traumatic to
the cornea and the anterior segment than PLK and DLEK,
and by providing a potentially better optical interface, as
the stroma lamellae are not dissected.
Around the same time, Price and Price were the first surgeons
in the USA to publish clinical results of the descemetorrhexis
technique, renaming it Descemet stripping endothelial
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microkeratome (eg, the Moria Automated Lamellar Therapeutic Keratoplasty microkeratome system [Moria, Antony,
France]) is used to harvest the donor posterior lamella and
endothelium.26 With the recent introduction of an artificial anterior chamber and an automated motorized microkeratome,
the need for manually dissecting the donor cornea leading
to potential uneven depth is avoided. The automated microkeratome not only reduces the intraoperative time required
to prepare the donor disc, but also provides a smoother
interface. There are fewer perforations during automated
dissection, and initial results of DSAEK showed better early
postoperative visual acuity and fewer graft failures than
earlier procedures.27

Figure 4. Descemet’s membrane being stripped off the posterior stroma in descemet stripping endothelial keratoplasty.

Figure 5. Optical coherence tomography 2 weeks after descemet
stripping endothelial keratoplasty. The donor disc is well
apposed, with a mismatch in the posterior bed tissue thickness.

keratoplasty (DSEK).25 Other advantages of DSEK over
DLEK include the obviation of complex recipient trephination techniques, reduced potential for trauma to the anterior
chamber and lens, reduced possibility of inducing ectasia
in patients with prior refractive surgery, and the ability to
perform subsequent supplementary corneal refractive surgery should it be required later. However, current techniques
do not allow the placement of a similar piece of donor tissue,
hence the surgical technique is limited by the need to replace
the recipient bed with a standard disc of posterior corneal
stroma and endothelium from the donor eye. As a result,
there is a mismatch between the thickness of the resected
recipient tissue (Figure 5) and the donor tissue that replaces
it. Preliminary experience with DSEK indicates a higher
dislocation rate of the donor disc than with the standard
DLEK technique. The higher dislocation rate is a result of
the smoothness of the 2 opposing surfaces, the recipient
DLEK surface being ‘sticky’ while that of DSEK is smooth.
In addition, Price and Price noted many eyes treated with
DSEK did not correct to 20/20 and the failure was ascribed
to opacity at the graft-host interface.25
DSEK further evolved into Descemet stripping automated
endothelial keratoplasty (DSAEK) in which a motorized
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Melles et al later described a new technique of pure Descemet
membrane transplantation of ‘DM rolls’ through a 3.5-mm clear
corneal tunnel small incision, 9.0 mm in diameter,termed
Descemet membrane endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK).28
Although theoretically promising, this procedure is difficult
to complete because Descemet’s membrane is fragile, lacks
rigidity, and is difficult to position within the anterior chamber without stromal support.29 The manipulation of donor
tissue tolerated during the EK techniques may lead to
wrinkles, spontaneous folds, tears, and unacceptable endothelial cell death when applied to DMEK (Figure 6). The
first description of true endothelial cell (Tencell) transplantation in humans was reported by Tappin.30 The initial
series of DMEK reported by Melles et al demonstrated a
30% incidence of graft failure with this surgery, which was
primarily attributed to difficulty with manipulations of this
delicate tissue roll.31

Benefits and limitations of endothelial
keratoplasty
The most suitable surgical candidates for EK would be
patients with Fuch’s disease or pseudophakic bullous keratopathy.32 EK may also be valuable for some patients with a
failed PK, particularly those without significant stromal
scarring, opacification, or vascularization of the anterior

Figure 6. One day post-descemet stripping endothelial keratoplasty showing a securely attached donor disc, a residual gas
bubble, and an edematous cornea with Descemet wrinkles on
the donor disc.
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layers. Pseudophakic patients with deep anterior chambers
and posterior chamber intraocular lenses are the best candidates for the novice surgeon, as there is adequate space to
unfold the donor button without risk of trauma to the lens.
Similarly, for patients requiring both corneal transplantation and cataract removal, it is advantageous to perform a
triple procedure with removal of the cataract just before the
EK portion of the surgery. This allows the creation of a
deeper anterior chamber and avoids the risk of damaging
the donor graft.
The main benefits of EK include a stronger wound (absence
of a full thickness incision), more rapid healing (Figure 7)
and little or no change in refraction. Since the anterior
layers remain undisturbed, there is no need for the use of
surface corneal sutures as for traditional PK. The corneal
curvature also remains more stable over time and the large
shifts in refraction that sometimes occur with corneal grafts
do not occur. Late suture-related complications such as infection or vascularization are prevented and the absence of
a full-thickness vertical interface in the cornea increases the
safety of the procedure, both during and after the operation.
The absence of penetrating corneal sutures and incisions

results in reduced postoperative astigmatism, normal corneal topography, faster wound healing, earlier visual
rehabilitation, and a more stable globe.19-21,32 In addition,
rejection appears to be less frequent during the first 2 years
after EK, and may be less severe after EK than after PK.33
Should rejection occur, aggressive treatment may be
considered, as for conventional PK.34 The minimal alteration
in the contour of the cornea after surgery means that the
predictability of intraocular lens power calculations is
enhanced. For DSEK, the entire recipient cornea is left intact,
thus subsequent LASIK or other procedures may still be
applied (Figure 8). In areas such as Hong Kong where grafts
are scarce, the benefit of multiple recipients for 1
donated eye is also important.35
On the other hand, there are limitations to EK. The main
disadvantages include the need for specific instrumentation,
a steeper learning curve, and the need for excellent surgical
technique. EK requires a different skill set to that required
for standard full thickness PK, so experienced PK surgeons
may initially find the EK maneuvers awkward and unfamiliar. It is strongly recommended that EK should be
extensively practiced in the laboratory before embarking
on clinical treatment of patients. EK was first introduced
to the Prince of Wales Hospital in Hong Kong by Terry in
August 2005. Surgeons must be vigilant and meticulously
attentive to each of the steps to minimize the possibility of
significant EK-associated complications. However, at the
Prince of Wales Hospital, the technique was found to be
a feasible alternative for patients with endothelial failure
and anato-mically successful surgery was achievable. (Alvin
Young et al; presented at the XXV European Society of
Cataract andRefractive Surgeons; Stockholm, Sweden;
8-12 September 2007)
For DSEK, the hardest part of the procedure is the preparation of the donor tissue with manual lamellar dissection. For
DLEK, in addition to the above, recipient dissection is also

Figure 7. Three weeks post-descemet stripping endothelial
keratoplasty.

Figure 8. Clear cornea with a well-apposed thin graft postdescemet stripping endothelial keratoplasty.
HKJOphthalmol
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Figure 9. An unfolded donor disc with air in the anterior
chamber.
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required. In centers where a motorized microkeratome is available, DSAEK would obviate the need for manual dissection.26
In addition, the introduction and access to femtosecond-assisted
EK will further facilitate such procedures.36
One inherent problem associated with small-incision EK is
the unavoidable endothelial trauma associated with the folding and subsequent unfolding, the insertion of donor ‘taco’,
and the use of intracameral air (Figure 9).19 The EK insertion forceps cause a reproducible pattern of endothelial
damage, with 2 parallel bands and orthogonal wrinkles of
devitalized nuclei noted in a parallel arrangement in an in
vitro study.37 At 6 months, the average central endothelial
cell count after small incision DLEK/DSEK surgery (even
after folding the tissue and other donor manipulation) was
comparable to PK, and was not significantly different from large
incision DLEK, for which the tissue was not folded.20,38
However, the mean donor cell loss after DSEK was as high as
34% and appeared to remain stable for up to 1 year.39 Furthermore, longer term follow-up at 1 and 2 years after smallincision DLEK revealed significantly higher endothelial cell
loss than after large-incision DLEK surgery.40 The exact
number of transplanted endothelial cells required to maintain graft clarity is variable, and is most likely related to the
overall health of the transplanted donor endothelial cells.41
Price and Price42 and Terry et al40 have both shown approximately 34% cell loss in Caucasian eyes. However, these are
not equivalent to results in Asian Eyes. At the recent World
Ophthalmology Congress 2008 in Hong Kong, 2 groups of
researchers (from Singapore and Japan) showed approximately 60% cell loss after folding techniques in Asian eyes.
In an attempt to minimize this inherent endothelial trauma,
non-folding techniques devised for donor insertion include
a pull-through technique involving the use of cartridge
devices,43 modified sheet glide,44 or custom-made devices
such as the Busin Glide Spatula (Moria). Mehta et al have
devised a method for using the modified intraocular lens
glide to pull the unfolded donor lenticule through the small
incision with intraocular forceps to prevent significant endothelial trauma and surgical difficulties when the lenticule
is unfolded.44 These approaches may enable surgeons to
pursue the goal of a small-incision technique without the
expense of devastating endothelial cell loss, but follow-up
of the central endothelial cell densities for more than 2 years
will be necessary to establish the clinical safety of these
various insertion approaches on long-term endothelial health.
Another postoperative complication is dislocation of
the transplanted donor disc that can require surgical repositioning, especially in patients who rub their eyes. The
smoother interface, especially for DSAEK compared with
DLEK, was suggested to be related to a higher dislocation
rate of 25%.25 Grafts may be surgically repositioned, but
endothelial cell counts at 6 months were found to be significantly lower than for grafts that had not undergone
repositioning.27 Using techniques to remove fluid from the
donor-recipient graft interface, the donor detachment rate
for DSEK may be reduced to 6%. 45 Terry et al have also
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shown that peripheral recipient bed scraping can reduce the
dislocation rate further to just 1%.46
Common to all LK procedures, the presence of an interface
may lead to an inherent potential for haze.47 The presence of
the interface can result in a marginal reduction (approximately
1 line of visual loss to the macular potential) in the quality
of vision. This may be associated with interface irregularity
arising from manual lamellar dissection. The interface may
appear to be clear clinically, but it remains an interface with
the donor tissue with a manual dissection.22
Additional problems of EK are those common to PK, such
as the risk of cataracts in patients with phakia and postoperative glaucoma. A recent study found that the falsely
elevated intraocular pressure expected in patients with thick
corneas was not demonstrated after DSEK. High intraocular
pressure readings should thus be noted and managed
accordingly.48

Future directions
The 21st century heralds an era of tailored keratoplasty,
treating only the diseased portion of the cornea and leaving
the unaffected parts intact.49 The recent advances that have
taken place in the past decade and the technical and laboratory innovations that are on the horizon hold promise for
a leap forward in surgeons’ ability to provide quick and
excellent visual rehabilitation for patients with endothelial dysfunc-tion. As one of the hardest parts of EK is
the manual lamellar dissection of the donor disc, further
development in eye banking and provision of endothelial discs
using either an automated microkeratome or femtosecond
laser will make the surgical technique easier and more
reproducible.
The femtosecond laser is capable of precisely gauging and
cutting the donor tissue to the desired depth, with minimal
collateral tissue injury and without perforation. The laser
can now be used to perform corneal pockets for ring segments, arcuate wedge-shaped resection for correction of high
astigmatism, lamellar dissections for anterior lamellar
keratoplasty, and donor tissue preparation for Descemet stripping endothelial keratoplasty and shaped full-thickness
keratoplasty.50,51
Centralized eye bank preparation of precut donor tissue
may be achieved by either microkeratome or femtosecond
laser, resulting in viable grafts without significant endothelial cell loss at 2 days.52,53 The use of precut tissue in a
single-surgeon study of DSAEK yielded a low rate of early
postoperative complications of graft dislocation and primary
graft failure.54 A larger scale prospective randomized study
would be useful to evaluate postoperative vision and disc
adherence.
Further refinements in surgical and biologic technology may
take the limits of corneal regenerative medicine to new
horizons. Intraoperative and postoperative topical wound
HKJOphthalmol
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healing response modifiers, including steroids and biotech
drugs, will become another area of innovation for the pharmaceutical industry to optimize surgical outcomes. The current
work with in situ human corneal endothelial cell regeneration is exciting and complementary to the evolution of the
surgical techniques of EK. Chen et al have demonstrated
success in amplification of endothelium on a stromal carrier.55
This technique has the potential for taking the recipient’s
peripheral endothelial cells, increasing the cell density in
the laboratory, and then re-transplanting them back into
the recipient’s central cornea by EK. Mimura et al have successfully treated bullous keratopathy of the rabbit cornea
with the injection of human endothelial cell precursor cells
into the anterior chamber and subsequent eye-down positioning.56 In the future, EK may no longer be necessary and

a simple injection of precursor endothelial cells into the
anterior chamber may be all that is required.
These are exciting times for corneal surgeons. However,
the value of any modification to various techniques must be
subjected to scientific study to assess patient safety and
visual outcome. The apparent advantages for the relative ease
of surgery of any modification must not lead to a higher
dislocation rate, primary graft failure rate, or other complication for EK.
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